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As a tourism-dependent economy, Guam receives at least sixty percent of its governmental revenues from tourism. Japanese visitors had made up over 80 percent of Guam’s visitor arrivals in earlier years, but numbers started to drop in
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Preface

Business gurus Hamel and Prahalad suggest that in order for businesses to remain competitive, leaders need to continuously reflect on this question—“Am I more of a maintenance engineer keeping today's business humming along, or an architect imagining tomorrow's businesses?”


“For a travel market’s sustainability as a preferred destination, leaders in the business of tourism must compete with destinations worldwide. They must continuously reflect upon this question--Are we attempting to sustain the past, relying on previous years’ visitor statistics and outdated visitor profiles, or are we creating a new future for tourism in our destination market?”

Fred R. Schumann (2005)
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Aim of the Study

The topic of tourism development has been explored by a number of scholars and increasingly, over the past decade, more literature has become available on tourism development on small islands\(^2\). For many of the small island territories or nations, they share a number of major issues in the area of tourism. These include vast distances from source markets, foreign investment and the resulting leakage of revenue, over-dependence on tourism (mono-structured economy), dependence on imports, and an overburdened infrastructure, just to name a few (Gössling 2003; Harrison, 2004; McElroy, 2006). Most island destinations rely on stakeholders from not only a single sector, but from both private and public sectors to tackle these issues (Buhalis, 1999).

Governments and the public sector are heavily engaged in the operations of tourism even in countries where privatization has been maximized. They are producers of services for both hosts and visitors in a community and therefore are directly involved in the tourism product. In addition, governments act as the Research and Development arm of tourism as many smaller businesses operating within the industry do not have the resources for this function. Researchers (Bramwell and Lane, 2000; Hall, 1994; Leiper, 1995), showing how the influential aspect of the growing industry is seldom overlooked, have also covered the relationship of politics and tourism. Leiper (1995) points out that tourism is at

\(^2\) For some of the major sources, see the following: De Albuquerque and McElroy, 1992; Bass and Dalal-Clayton, 1995; Briguglio, et al., 1996; Hampton, 2005; Shareef, 2003; Duval, 2004; Milne, 1997; Milne and Nowosielski, 1997; McElroy, 2003, 2006).
times used as a tool in a struggle for power, for example as an employment and revenue generating solution to a community’s economic problems.

Unfortunately, there is a paucity of available literature concerning tourism in Micronesia’s small island destinations with populations fewer than a million and no other major industries as backup in times of tourism industry slumps. Small island destinations such as Guam with a population of just under 160,000 have a lot at stake as tourism in many cases is the number one industry that directly affects the island’s economic well being. Guam’s isolated geography in the Mid-Pacific and its ecosystem limit new industries, even under the best economic and financial conditions. In recent years, Guam experienced some severe hardships in the form of disasters, such as Typhoon Chata’an in July 2002 and Typhoon Pongsana in December 2002, which was recorded as the strongest typhoon to hit Guam in the past century. Even before these two major typhoons, Guam was just in the process of rebuilding and recovering after being devastated by Typhoon Paka in 1997 (Osman, 2004). In addition, regional and global economic and financial problems dating back to the Asian financial crises of 1997-98 plagued the island’s recovery from the bursting of the Japanese bubble economy in the early 1990’s. With the collapse of the bubble economy, gone were the days when Japanese investors were buying properties around the world and travelers were making large purchases on merchandise and entertainment on overseas trips, including in destinations like Guam. Just when signs of recovery were appearing with many of Guam’s retailers hitting record sales in August 2001, the September 11 attacks and SARS came along and dropped tourist traffic as much as 60 percent (Salas, 2004).
Guam now faces a very challenging future and much hope rides on tourism to bring the economy out of a long-term slump. Guam residents, knowing through years of exposure to public service announcements that tourism is the island’s number one industry, are relying on industry leaders in both the private and public sectors to work together to create a better quality of life for residents via tourism revenues. Much of these revenues are generated via spending on Guam and from tax sources including the four percent Gross Receipts Tax on goods and services, and the eleven percent Hotel Occupancy Tax calculated by room rate. The main source of these revenues is from a single market—Japan.

There are a number of other destinations, like the island territory of Guam, have relied on Japanese visitors and their tourism dollars to help drive the economy. Ever since Japanese overseas travel was liberalized after the Tokyo Olympiad in 1964, Japanese overseas travel had grown continuously to close to 18 million by 2001. With these numbers came the higher than average spending per Japanese visitor on items such as luxury goods, food and entertainment, optional tours, and other goods and services. However, with the bursting of Japan’s Bubble Economy in the early 1990’s, we have started to see changes in Japanese domestic and international spending, as well as in attitudes toward overseas travel. These changes are likely to continue, resulting from trends occurring in Japan, and will impact choices for overseas destinations, purchases and activities.

One of the most significant changes is in demographics, which has been due to the growing number of elderly citizens, marriages taking place in later years for females, and lower birth rates influenced by the later marriages combined with a variety of other factors (Doteuchi, 2004). This has also carried over to affect changes in Japan’s workplace and the way in which families spend
their time together as a unit for leisure time activities. These changes have had a profound affect on destinations that have relied on Japanese tourism for survival and will continue to do so in the coming years. This is especially true for Guam with such a high reliance on Japanese visitor arrivals.

As a tourism-dependent economy, Guam receives at least sixty percent of its governmental revenues from tourism. Japanese visitors had made up over 80 percent of Guam’s visitor arrivals in earlier years, but numbers started to drop in recent years due to a number of reasons as mentioned above, such as natural disasters, world events, as well as stiffer competition from similar resort destinations. Still, the market remains the largest source of visitors for Guam, with South Korea coming in a distant second in ranking making up approximately 12 percent of Guam’s visitor arrivals. As background information to illustrate the importance of public and private sector collaboration efforts on Guam, this research examines some of the changes occurring in Japanese overseas travel. It also reviews how tourist industry stakeholders in a nearby destination like Guam can adopt strategies to meet the changing expectations of this important market.

Tourism is a very competitive industry (Buhalis, 2000) and destinations are no longer in a seller’s market. Destinations need to differentiate their products and develop partnerships between the public and private sector locally in order to coordinate delivery. Even destinations that specialize in attracting certain types of visitors and levels of income have to upgrade their basic infrastructures and add new attractions. It is essential that destination administrations, including Guam’s, understand their market segments and that they plan their development strategy accordingly. It is also very critical that developments are quality driven and that the consumer experiences are used as evaluation criteria. Guam faces losing repeat
visitors as they seek alternatives if Guam’s marketing and research efforts do not work toward continuing to identify key market trends and improving its product.³

The strategic guidance given to and management of, the tourism sector by the administration of Guam or any destination is a key foundation to that destination’s ability to be successful. The relationship between private and public sector must be healthy with industry leaders communicating regularly and striving to meet goals established by all. In other words, both private and public sector industry leaders must have the same vision for the industry for these goals to be realized. Planners and stakeholders need to work together to develop a shared vision, common ground on future development and nature of a place, as well as the role that tourism might play in the vision.

This thesis presents the theoretical underpinning of the research in terms of the role of stakeholder involvement in tourism management. It also includes an examination of the relationship between Japan’s changing society and Japanese overseas travel, and the role that Guam’s tourism industry stakeholders can play in managing the future of tourism considering this relationship. This thesis analyzes qualitative data generated from in-depth interviewing in examining the issue of collaboration between the private and public sectors as a method for assisting Guam’s tourism to industry prepare for the future. This is followed by multiple case research (Yin 1994) that investigates strategies used in destinations to enhance tourist experiences through attractions. The SWOT Analysis is also utilized as an example of a tool to assist stakeholders in understanding the

³ In December 2004, repeat visitors made up 48 percent of visitors from Japan. This figure varies from month to month but is generally 35 percent to 50 percent. Source: GVB Monthly Visitor Statistics December 2004.
environment of the present to prepare strategies for the future. These methodologies are described in detail in Chapter 4 and are merely introduced here.

Research Questions

In light of the situation described in the previous section concerning Guam’s current reliance on tourism to run the economy and the heavy dependence on the arrivals of visitors from Japan, this brings us to question what is actually occurring on the island of Guam. This thesis will address questions that will ultimately reveal the shared level of awareness of trends among Guam’s tourism industry stakeholders and what is being done in a collaborative effort between sectors to prepare for the future of Guam’s tourism industry.

The key questions in this research are as follows;

• What steps are being taken to improve Guam’s visitor product?
• Do industry leaders receive and share information about Guam’s fragile tourist economy, which relies predominantly on one source market as well as being vulnerable to a variety of external factors?
• Do they communicate across sectors to address immediate and long-term issues?
• Are industry leaders aware of trends that directly affect Guam’s tourism industry from major markets like Japan?
• Do Guam’s industry leaders understand what they can and cannot control when it comes to increasing visitor arrivals and what is currently being done in this regard?
Significance of the Study

Planning for the future is an important process in tourism sustainability (Bramwell and Lane, 2000). However, not all destinations carry out the planning process properly or carry out a long-term view with intermediate measures to monitor progress. Tourism is not always the result of a national decision-making process. Decisions affecting tourism policy, the nature of government involvement in tourism, the structure of tourist organizations, and the nature of tourism development emerge from a political process that of course includes key players in the private sector. As Hall states, “this process involves the values of actors (individuals, interest groups and public and private organizations) in a struggle for power” (Hall 1994: 3). He also adds that there is an apparent lack of interest in studies of the political and administrative dimensions of tourism by government and industry, as well as in the community conflicts that occur in relation to tourism development. However, it is important to recognize that such research may be of an extremely practical nature (Hall 1994: 5).

For a destination like Guam that depends on visitor arrivals from its major market of Japan, it is necessary for industry leaders to see past the political maneuvering as part of the power struggle described above, and examine what changes are occurring on Japan’s domestic scene. Because of Guam’s geographic location, tropical climate, pristine beaches and political status as a U.S. territory, Japanese visitors will continue to be a major source of revenue for Guam’s tourism industry. How these visitors view Guam as a destination will impact the sustainability of Guam’s tourism industry.

Urry’s study (1990) using “the tourist gaze” metaphor for tourists has had a significant impact in tourism studies. His work conceptualizes the nature of how
tourists view and consume experiences at destinations throughout the world. Urry’s analysis draws mostly on the experience and particular historical and cultural patterns of British tourism, although he does refer briefly to New Zealand examples to support elements of his analysis. However, does this conceptual framework equally apply to places and people in other parts of the world?

A number of criticisms have been made about Urry’s work in this regard (e.g., Perkins and Thorns, 2001; Leiper, 1992; Hamilton-Smith, 1991). With changing preferences of tourists, it appears that the gaze metaphor may be too static or too simplistic. Shono, Fisher and McIntosh (2006) challenge the stereotypical image of Japanese tourists as gazers, and they analyze the changing nature of the Japanese outbound tourism market. In “The Changing Japanese Gaze” (2006), they also argue that Japanese tourists are becoming more independent as a result of changes in Japanese culture and want experiences that go far beyond a mere "gaze." Regardless of whether or not the gaze is no longer applicable, the "otherness" of what Japanese tourists encounter is still high. Therefore, Shono, et al. (2006) claim that what is needed is a greater understanding of the changing trends occurring around culture and society in Japan to fully understand the transformation of the gaze from a Japanese point of view. Societal changes in Japan have coincided with tourists who are less passive but who are still bound up in cultural obligations. Shono, et al. (2006) state in their work that in understanding the similarities and differences of the metaphor of the gazer for Japanese and Western tourists, a greater understanding of the transformation of Japanese outbound tourism is achieved. A more detailed review of the changing Japanese gaze as a reflection of changes in Japanese society and